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Fuzzy topological spaces do not constitute a natural boundary for the validity of 
theorems, but many results can be extended to what are called fuzzy closure spaces 
(or fcs’s, for short). The notions of a subspace, a sum, and a product are extended 
to fcs’s. The hereditary, additivity, and productivity behaviour of compactness in 
fcs’s is investigated and some weak forms of compactness and fuzzy continuous 
functions in fcs’s are introduced. The interaction between fuzzy proximity spaces 
and fcs’s is investigated; A necessary background is included for completeness. 
G 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
A fuzzy closure operator on a nonempty set X is a function c: Ix + Ix. 
One may use various combinations of the following axioms to define fuzzy 
closure operators. 
Cl: c(0)=0, 
c2: c(A) IA, 
c3: c(A UB) = c(A) u c(B), 
C4: A c B + c(A) c c(B), and 
c.5: c(c(A)) cc(A). 
There are at least two possible interpretations of fuzzy closure operators. The 
first is to think of a fuzzy closure operator as a hull operator with respect to 
a given family of fuzzy sets (such as closed fuzzy sets, for example). This 
leads to 
An operator, so defined, must satisfy C2, C4, and C.5 but need not satisfy 
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C 1 or C3. In the second, c(A) is defined in terms of the derived fuzzy set A ’ 
of A as 
c(A)=AuA’. 
An operator. so defined. must satisfy C2. What other axioms c satisfies 
would depend on the properties assigned to the derived fuzzy set. The axioms 
C 1 and C3 are usually among these. Another approach that also leads, fairly 
directly, to fuzzy closure operators of the second kind is to introduce some 
abstract concept of nearness between fuzzy sets and thus obtain 
c(A) = U (P: P is “near” A }, 
Where P denotes a fuzzy singleton in X. The axioms Cl. C2, and C3 follow 
from requirements usually imposed on near structures. 
It thus becomes desirable to study structures (X, c), where c is a fuzzy 
closure operator only required to satisfy the axioms Cl, C2, and C3. Such 
structures will be called fuzzy closure spaces (or fcs’s, for short). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
This section, which contains a background. definitions, and earlier results. 
is included for completeness. 
Let X be a nonempty set. A fuzzy set A in X is a function A: X -+ 1. the 
closed unit interval 10. 1 I. 
DEFINITION I. 1. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X. In addition, let w 
denote the complement of A. 0 denote the empty fuzzy set. and X denote the 
universal fuzzy set. Then for all x E X. 
A =BoA(x)=B(x), 
A c B o A(x) < B(x), 
[A u Bl(x) = sup(A(.u), B(x)}. 
[A n B](.u) = inf(A(.u). E(.u)t, 
I&4 I(x) = 1 - A(x), 
0(x) = 0 and X(x) = 1. 
The relative complement I,,(A) of a fuzzy set A in X, with respect to an 
ordinary subset M of X, is defined by I,,,(A) = Mn (x\p). One may easily 
verify that I,(I,w(A)) = M ~3 A. 
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If A is a fuzzy set in X with A(x) E (0, 1) for all x E X, then A is called a 
crisp fuzzy set. One may notice that there is one-to-one correspondence 
between crisp fuzzy sets in X and subsets of X. 
With the fuzzy set-operations of union, intersection, and complementation, 
it is easy to extend most of the basic identities, which hold for ordinary sets, 
to fuzzy sets (cf. [ 1, 181). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A fuzzy point (resp.. a fuzzy singleton) p in X is a 
fuzzy set in X defined by 
p(x) = f > 0 for s = s,, 
z 0 otherwise. 
The point x0 is the support of p, denoted by 1 p 1, and f is the value of p. For a 
fuzzy point (resp., a fuzzy singleton) p and a fuzzy set A in X, p E A (resp., 
P c A ) if p(xd < A(x,) (rev., p(xJ < A (x0)), where x0 = I PI. 
Since fuzzy points are not reduced to ordinary points in the crisp case 
some mathematicians prefer to use fuzzy singletons instead of fuzzy points 
(cf. [4,6]). In our opinion, the notion of a fuzzy point may be useful. as a 
tool, to avoid some deviations of a fuzzy singleton from an ordinary one. A 
remarkable deviation of a fuzzy singleton from an ordinary one is that for a 
fuzzy singleton p and a family of fuzzy sets {A,: t E T} in X. 
pcUA,dthere is t such thatpcA,. 
It is obvious that any fuzzy set A in X can be expressed as the union of its 
fuzzy points (resp., fuzzy singletons); i.e.. 
A= u P= u P. 
p E .-I p=* 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let f be a function from X to Y, B a fuzzy set in Y, and 
A a fuzzy set in X. The inverse image of B under! is the fuzzy setf ‘(B) in 
X defined by 
If ‘WI(x) = W-(x))~ x E x. 
The image of A under f is the fuzzy set J(A) in Y defined by 
IfV)l(v) = supiA(x):f(x) =L’J~ 4’E Y. 
Most of the properties of images and inverse images of ordinary sets are 
still true for fuzzy sets (cf. [ 1, 14 1). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A family r of fuzzy sets in X is a fuzzy topology on X 
if it satisfies the following conditions. 
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(01) X,0E 7, 
(02) G,v E r, s E S S- IJ G,v E r, and 
(03) G ,,..., G, e- G, n e.. n G, E r. 
Members of r are the open fuzzy sets and their complements are the closed 
fuzzy sets. The pair (X, 7) is a fuzzy topological space (or fts, for short). 
By a fuzzy set in a fts (X, r), we mean a fuzzy set in X. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let A be a fuzzy set in a fts(X, 7). The closure i and 
the interior A0 of A are fuzzy sets in X defined by 
z(x) = inf(F(x): X\F E r, A c FI 
A”(x)=sup(G(x):GEr,GcAj. 
One may notice that, for a fuzzy set A in a fts(X, r), A0 = x\(m) and A 
is open (resp., closed) iff A = A” (resp., A = A). 
Let M be an ordinary subset of X. If A is a fuzzy set in M, i.e., A E I”, 
then it is convenient to consider A as a fuzzy set in the superset X by setting 
A(x) = 0 for every x E X\M. If (X, r) is a fts and M is an ordinary subset of 
X, then the family r,v, where r,,, = (M n G: G E r}, is a fuzzy topology on 
M. It is called the relative fuzzy topology for M. The corresponding pair 
(M, r,W) is called a subspace of (X, 7). 
For a fuzzy set A in (M, rI) we have 
(1) A is r,,,-closed iff A = M n F for some r-closed fuzzy set F in X. 
(2) The r,V-closure 2 and the r-closure A, of A. are related by 
xi-=MQ’IA. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let (X, 7') and (Y, r) be fts’s and let f be a function 
from X to Y. S is fuzzy continuous (or F-continuous, for short) if 
f(l) c f(A) for every fuzzy set A in X. 
There are many equivalent statements to define a F-continuous function 
(cf. [ 1, 141). 
DEFINITION 1.7. A Tech fuzzy closure operator (or CF-closure 
operator, for short) on a set X is a function c: I” -+ Is satisfying the 
following three axioms. 
Cl: c(0)=0, 
C2: c(A) 3 A, and 
C3: c(AuB)=c(A)uc(B). 
The pair (X, c) is a fuzzy closure space (or fcs, for short). 
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Let K be the set of all fuzzy topological closure operators k that can be 
defined on a set X. Let T be the set of all fuzzy topologies 7 which can be 
defined on X. Denote by A: K + T the function defined by A(k) = r(k), where 
r(k) = {x\p : k(A) = A 1. Denote by p: T+ K the function defined by 
~(7) = k,, where k,(A) is the r-closure of A. It is well known that the two 
means of establishing a fuzzy topological structure, by a fuzzy topological 
closure operator or a family of open fuzzy sets, are completely equivalent, 
provided of course that we make the transition from one mean to the other 
by means of the functions d and p. On the set K* of all CF-closure operators 
on X, i is also defined and has images in T. The function p, however, can 
never be onto K *; since k, always satisfies the axiom k,(k,(A)) c k,(A). 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let (X, c,) and (Y. c2) be fcs’s. A function f: X + Y is 
CF-continuous iff(c,(A))c c,df(A)) for every fuzzy set A in X. 
If (X, c,) and (Y, cl) are fts’s under their fuzzy closure operators, the 
definition of a CF-continuous function f: X-, Y is reduced to the 
corresponding definition of a F-continuous function (Definition 1.6). But, in 
general, for any fcs’s (X. c,) and (Y. c2) if f: X4 Y is t]F-continuous, then 
f: (X, 7(c,)) + (Y, 7(c*)) is F-continuous. 
2. OPERATIONS ON FUZZY CLOSURE SPACES 
It is the purpose of this section to investigate operations on fcs’s, i.e., 
methods of constructing new fcs’s from old ones. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, c) be a fcs and lel A be an ordinary su_bsef of X. 
The function c, : IA + IA, defined by cA(B) = A n c(B), is a CF-closure 
operator on A. 
Proof. The verification is straightforward. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X, c) be a fcs and let A be an ordinary subset of X. 
The CF-closure operator c,, defined above, is called the relative CF-closure 
operator for A. The corresponding pair (A, cA) is said to be a CF-closure 
subspace of (X, C). It is a closed CF-closure subspace (resp., an open CF- 
closure subspace) if c(A) = A (resp., c(m) = m). 
If (X, c) is a fts under its F-closure operator, the definition of a t?F-closure 
subspace is reduced to the corresponding definition of fuzzy topological 
subspace 17 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an ordinary subser of X, where (X, c) is a fcs. 
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The relative fuzzy topology (s(c))~ , for A, is coarser than the fuzzy topology 
s(cA). If (X, c) is a fts under ifs F-closure operator, then (t(~)),~ = 7(c,,). 
Proof: Let B be a (r(c)),-closed fuzzy set in A. Then B = A n F, for 
some s(c)-closed fuzzy set F in X. But B c F implies that c(B) c c(F) = F. 
Hence, c,,(B) = A n c(B) c A n F = B; i.e., B is s(c,)-closed. Now let (X. c) 
be a fts under its F-closure operator and let B be a r(c,)-closed fuzzy set in 
A. Since c(B) is a r(c)-closed fuzzy set in X and B = cA(B) = A f’? c(B); then 
B is (r(c)),4-closed. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let ((X,, c,): I E T) be a family of pairwise disjoint fcs’s 
and X = UX,. The function @ c, : Ix + I”, defined b) 
0 c,(A) = u c,(X, n A 1. 
is a C F-closure operator on X. 
Proof. 
c 1: w,(0) = Uc,(x, n 0) = U c,(0). 
C2: @c,(A)=Uc,(X,nA)JU(X,nA)=A. 
C3: 3c,(AuB)=Uc,(X,n(AuB)) 
= Uc,((X,nA)uV,nB)) 
= U(c,(X,nA)uc,(X,nB)) 
= (U w, f-7 A 1) u (U w, n B)) 
= @c,(A) u @c,(B). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let .F = {(X,, c,): I E T) be a family of pairwise 
disjoint fcs’s. The CF-closure operator ac,, defined above, is called the sum 
CF-closure operator on X = IJ X,. The corresponding pair (X, @c,) is said 
to be the sum fcs of the family .F. 
Clearly, for a fuzzy point p and a fuzzy set A in the sum fcs (X, @c,) of 
the family .F = {(X,, c,): t E T), 
P E Oc,(A ) 0 p E c,(X, n A ) for a unique t. 
If .Y = ((X,, c,): I E T} is a family of pairwise disjoint fts’s under their F- 
closure operators, the definition of the sum fcs is reduced to the 
corresponding definition of the sum fts [ 7 1. 
Now, we shall define the product fcs of a family of fcs’s. Given a Cartesian 
product of sets X = nX,, the projection of X onto the coordinate set X, will 
be denoted by P, ; i.e., P,(x) = xI for x = IW,. The inverse of P, will be 
denoted by Q for every index t. Ifp is a fuzzy point (resp., a fuzzy singleton) 
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in X = n X, with support x E X, then P,(p) is a fuzzy point (resp., a fuzzy 
singleton) in X, with support x, = P,(x) and p(x) = [ P,( p)](x,). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ((X,, c,): I E T) be a family of &s’s and let 
X = n X,. Define a function @c, : Ix + Ix as follows. For a fuzzy singleton p 
and a fuzzy set A in X, p c @c,(A) tf the following condition is satisfled. 
A=A,U a.. U A,,, (A, E Ix) 3 there is i such that P,(p) c c,(P,(A,)) for all 
t. The function @c, is a CF-closure operator on X. 
Proof: C 1: The family (0 ] is the finite cover of 0 and c,(P,@)) = 0 for 
all t. Thus, @c,(0) = 0. 
C2: Let p be a fuzzy singleton in X such that p c A = A, U . . . u A,, 
(Ai E I”). There is i such that p c Ai. Thus P,(p) c P,(A,) c c,(P,(A,)) for all 
f. By definition, p c @c,(A); i.e., A c Oc,(A). 
C3 : Clearly, if A c B (A, B E I’), then @c,(A) c SC,(B), since every 
cover of B is a cover of A. Thus to prove C3, it is required to show that 
sc,(A U B) c $I c,(A) U @c,(B). Let p be a fuzzy singleton in X such that 
p & cx) c,(A)U @c,(B). Then there exist covers E, ,..., E, of A and 
E m- ,,.... E, of B together with indices I ,,... t t, such that P,(p) uk c,(P,(E,)) 
for s = fi, where i = I,..., n. Since E, ,..., E, covers A U B, p uk @ c,(A U B). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let .i7 = {(X,, c,): I E T) be a family of fcs’s. The CF- 
closure operator SC, on X = nX,, defined above, is called the product CF- 
closure operator on X. The corresponding pair (X, SC,) is said to be the 
product fcs of the family ..F. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let c, and c, be two CF-closure operators on a set X. 
The fcs(X, c,) is said to be coarser than the fcs(X, c,), or equivalently (X, c,) 
is finer than (X, c,), if c,(A) c c,(A) for every fuzzy set A in X. 
THEOREM 2.5. The product fcs is the coarsest fcs for which each 
projection is CF-continuous. 
Proof. Let .F = {(X,, c,): I E T) be a family of fcs’s and let (X, #SC,) be 
the product fcs of .-jr. The CF-continuity of each projection follows from 
Definitions 1.8 and 2.3. Now, given any CF-closure operator c on X for 
which each projection is CF-continuous, consider any fuzzy singleton p such 
that p c c(A) and let A = A, U ... U A,(A, Ai E I”). By C3, there is i such 
that p c c(A,). Since each P, is CF-continuous, P,(p) c c,(P,(Ai)) for all t. 
This implies that p c @c,(Ai). Consequently, p c @c,(A) and (X, @c,) is 
coarser than (X, c). 
COROLLARY. If there is only one coordinate fcs, the product CF-closure 
operator is identical with the CF-closure operator of the coordinate fcs. 
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THEOREM 2.6. If the coordinate fcs’s in the product fcs are fts’s under 
their F-closure operators, then the product CF-closure operator is identical 
with the F-closure operator induced bJ7 the product fuzzy topology. 
ProoJ Let ..F = {(X,, c,): t E Tt be a family of fts’s under their F-closure 
operators and let (X, r) be the product fts of 7. According to Theorem 2.5, 
the r-closure of any fuzzy set A in X is contained in R:,(A). To prove the 
converse, it is required to show that for a fuzzy singleton p in X, p c @c,(A) 
implies that p is contained in every basic closed fuzzy set F in X containing 
A. Such a fuzzy set F is of the form A, U . . . VA,,, where Ai = Q(F,) and Fi 
is a closed fuzzy set in some coordinate fts whose index we call fi 
(i = I...., n). We must show that p is contained in some Ai (i.e., for some i. 
P,(p) c Fi). But this follows directly from the definition of Oc,, since for 
t = tj we have c,(P,(Ai)) = c,(Fi) = Fi. 
3. COMPACTNESS IN FUZZY CLOSURE SPACES 
In [ 11 Chang has introduced the notion of a compact fts. Since, with 
Chang’s notion of compactness, the Tychonoff Theorem is false for infinite 
products, different notions of compactness have been introduced to avoid this 
deviation (cf. [3,9/). However, in the crisp case, only Chang’s notion among 
these notions of compactness is reduced to the notion of compactness in 
ordinary topological spaces. In this section we extend Chang’s notion of 
compactness to fcs’s and introduce some weak forms of compactness, viz.. 
almost compactness and nearly compactness, in fcs’s. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X. c) be a fcs. A family {A,, : s E S] of fuzzy sets 
in X is a CF-cover of X if {A: : s E St, where A: = a~(-,), covers X. A 
fcs (X. c) is said to be compact if every CF-cover of X has a finite CF- 
subcover. 
THEOREM 3.1. A fcs (X, c) is compact ijjf it satisfies the folowing 
condition. F a fami!v of fuzzy sets in X with the finite intersection 
property * the family (c(F): F E .F) has a nonempty intersection. 
Proof To prove that the condition is necessary, let (F,: s E S) be a 
family of fuzzy sets, in a compact fcs (X, c), with the finite intersection 
property. Assume that ~{c(F,~): s E SJ = 0. Since the family ;ii/ = 
(XjF,, : s E SJ is a CF-cover of X, there is a finite set S’ c S such that 
{w,$: s E S’J is a CF-subcover of #. This implies that 0 (c(F,~): s E S’) = 
0, a contradiction. To prove that the condition is sufficient, let (X, c) be a 
fcs with the given condition and let ZV = (A,: s E S) be a CF-cover of X. 
Then the family (c(x\A,): s E S) has an empty intersection. Consequently, 
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there exists a finite set S’ c S such that the family {c(x\A,%): s E S’) has an 
empty intersection. This means that (A, : s E S’} is a finite CF-subcover of 
77. 
It is easy to verify that if (X, c) is a compact fcs, then (X, r(c)) is a 
compact fts (in the sense of Chang). But if (X, c) is a fts under its F-closure 
operator, then (X, c) is compact iff(X, r(c)) is compact. 
THEOREM 3.2. A CF-continuous image of a compact fcs is compact. 
Proof Let f be a CF-continuous function from a compact fcs X onto a 
fcs Y and let .S be a family of fuzzy sets in Y with the finite intersection 
property. The family (S l(F): FE ..F’) of fuzzy sets in X has the finite inter 
section property. Since X is compact, there is a fuzzy singleton p in X such 
that p c c(f- ‘(F)) for all F E T. 
THEOREM 3.3. A closed CF-closure subspace of a compact fcs is 
compact. 
Proof: Let (A, c,) be a closed CF-closure subspace of a compact fcs 
(X, c) and let .;T be a family of fuzzy sets in A with the finite intersection 
property. The family {A, F: F E FT) of fuzzy sets in X has the finite inter- 
section property. Since X is compact, the family (Al c(F): F E.7) has a 
nonempty intersection. This implies that {c,(F): FE .7] has a nonempty 
intersection. Consequently, (A, c,~) is compact. 
THEOREM 3.4. A Jnite sum fcs is compact 13 each coordinate fcs is 
compact. 
Proof: Let (X, @c,) be the sum fcs of the finite family ((X,, c,): I E T} of 
fcs’s. Assume that (X, @c,) is compact. Then the compactness of each X, 
follows from Theorem 3.3, since each X, is a closed CF-closure subspace of 
(X, Oc,). Now, assume that each X, is compact and let .ir be a family of 
fuzzy sets in X with the finite intersection property. Since X,‘s are pairwise 
disjoint and finite, there is I such that the family .< = (X, n F: FE 7) has 
the finite intersection property. Since X, is a compact fcs. then 
(c,(X, n F): F E. F] has a nonempty intersection. Consequently, the family 
(c(F): F E .7} has a nonempty intersection and (X, @c,) is compact. 
THEOREM 3.5. A finite producl fcs is compact iff each coordinate fcs is 
compact. 
Proof: Let (X, @c,) be the product fcs of the finite family 
{(X,, c,): t E T) of fcs’s. If (X, @c,) is compact then, by Theorems 2.5 and 
3.2, each X, is compact. To prove the converse, let x be a family of fuzzy 
sets in X with the finite intersection property. We must establish the 
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existance of a fuzzy singleton p which is contained in @c,(F) for all F ES /T. 
Using the Axiom of Choice we may assume that .F is maximal; i.e., .7- is an 
ultrafilter. Let .F consists of all fuzzy sets A in X, with Q(A) E $7. Then. 5, 
clearly, has the finite intersection property (in fact,. 5 is an ultrafilter). Since 
X, is compact, we can choose a fuzzy singleton P,, with support x, E X,, 
which is contained in the CF-closure of each member of .r]. Then 
p = 0 Q@,) is a fuzzy singleton in X with support x, whose f-coordinate we 
have chosen. Now, given FE .F and a cover F, ,..., F, (Fi E I”) of F, some 
Fi belongs to F. Thus P,(F,) E < for all t. Consequently, p, c c,(P,(Fi)) for 
all t. Thus p c @I c,(F) for all F E F. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A fcs (X, c) is said to be almost compact if it satisfies 
the following condition. (A, : s E S} is a CF-cover of X 3 there is a finite set 
S’ c S such that {c(A,): s E S’) covers X. 
It is clear that in fcs’s. 
compactness ~j almost compactness. 
THEOREM 3.6. A fcs(X, c) is almost compact ifl it satisfies the following 
condition. If .Y is a farnil]? of fuzzy sets in X such that the family 
(F*: FE ,F) has the finite intersection property, then the family 
(c(F): FE .7} has a nonempty intersection. 
Proof. To prove that the condition is necessary, let (X, c) be an almost 
compact fcs and let (F,: s E S) be a family of fuzzy sets in X such that 
(FS*:sES} has the finite intersection property. Assume that 
0 (c(F,): s E S) = 0. Then {x\F,: s E S} is a CF-cover of X. Since X is 
almost compact, there is a finite set S’CS such that 
X = u(c(X\P’,): s E S’}. i.e.. n(Ft: s E S’} = 0, a contradiction. To prove 
that the condition is suffkient, let (X, c) be a fcs with the given condition 
and let (A,: s E S) be a CF-cover of X. The family {c&4 c): s E SJ has an 
empty intersection. Therefore, there is a finite set S’ c S such that 
n~uv.s)*: s E S’t = 0. This means that {c(A,): s E S’t covers X and X is 
almost compact. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A function f: X + Y, where X and Y are fcs’s, is said to 
be CF-strongly continuous if f (c(A)) Cf (A) for every fuzzy set A in X. 
Clearly, a CF-strongly continuous function is CF-continuous, but not 
conversely. The following theorem, which can be easily verified, charac- 
terizes CF-strongly continuous functions. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let f: X + Y, where X and Y are fcs’s. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
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(i) f is CF-strongly continuous. 
(ii) f(A *) =f(A) =f(c(A)) for every fuzzy set A in X. 
(iii) (S r(B))* =f -l(B) = c(f ‘(II)) for every fuzzy set B in Y. 
THEOREM 3.8. A CF-strongly continuous image of an almost compact 
fcs is compact. 
ProoJ Let f be a CF-strongly continuous function from an almost 
compact fcs X onto a fcs Y. Let .IT be a family of fuzzy sets in Y with the 
finite intersection property. Then the family {(S l(F))*: FE .IT) = {f .‘(F): 
FE ..Ft has the finite intersection property. Since X is almost compact, the 
family (f-‘(F): FE.Yt = {c(f -I(F)): FEY] has a nonempty inter- 
section. Consequently, ~{c(F):FE,F] = n(F: FE.FTJ = n{f(f --l(F): 
FE 2-T) # 0. Hence, Y is compact. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A fcs (X. c) is said to be regular if it satisfies the 
following condition. For a fuzzy point p and a fuzzy set A in X, 
p E A * + there is a fuzzy set B in X such that p E B* c c(B) c A *. 
THEOREM 3.9. A regular fcs is compact $‘it is almost compact. 
Proof: Since any compact fcs is almost compact, it is required only to 
show that any almost compact regular fcs is compact. Let (X, c) be an 
almost compact regular fcs and let 27 be a &cover of X. For each fuzzy 
point p in X, there is UP E 2’ such that p E U,*. By regularity. there is a 
fuzzy set VP in X such that p E V,* c c( V,,) c Uz . Thus, ! V,: p E X) is a 
CF-cover of X. Since X is almost compact, there is a finite number of fuzzy 
points p, . . . . . p, in X such that (c( V,,) ,..., c( V,,)t covers X. It follows that 
{UP ,,.... UPi,,} is a finite CF-subcover of i’/: i.e., X is compact. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A function f: X -4 Y, where X and Y are fcs’s. is said to 
be CFB-continuous if for each fuzzy point p in X and for each fuzzy set V in 
Y. such that f (p) E V*. there is a fuzzy set I/ in X such that p E Cl* and 
f (c( U)) = c( V). 
Clearly, any CF-continuous function is CFFB-continuous, but not con- 
versely. 
THEOREM 3.10. The CFB-continuous image of an almost compact fcs is 
almost compact. 
Proof. Let f: X + Y be a CFB-continuous function from an almost 
compact fcs X onto a fcs Y and let 3 be a CF-cover of Y. For each fuzzy 
point p in X, there is V, E 7 such that 4 =f (p) E V,* . Since f is CF@ 
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continuous. there is a fuzzy set (I, in X such that p E Uz and 
f(c(U,)) c c(V,). Now, ( UP:p E X) is a CF-cover of X and X is almost 
compact. Then, there is a finite number of fuzzy points p,,...,pn in X such 
that (c(C/,,): i = l,..., n) covers X. Hence, (c(V,,): i = I,..., n), where 
qi =f(pi). covers Y; i.e.. Y is almost compact. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A fcs is said to be nearly compact if it satisfies the 
following condition. (A,%: s E S) is a CF-cover of X * there is a finite set 
S’ c S such that (c(A,~): s E S’) is a CF-cover of X. 
Clearly. in fcs’s. 
compactness 2 nearly compactness * almost compactness. 
DEFINITION 3.7. A functionf: X + Y. where X and Y are fcs’s, is said to 
be CF-almost continuous, if for each fuzzy point p in X and each fuzzy set V 
in Y. such that f(p) E V*. there is a fuzzy set U in X such that p E U* and 
J-(U) = (c(u)*. 
Clearly. any CF-continuous function is CF-almost continuous, but not 
conversely. 
THEOREM 3. I I. A CF-almost continuous image of a compact fcs is 
near+ compact. 
Proof. Letf: X --* Y be a CF-almost continuous function from a compact 
fcs X onto a fcs Y and let 7. be a CF-cover of Y. For each fuzzy point p in 
X, there is V, E ?‘. such that q =f(p) E V,*. Since f is CF-almost 
continuous: there is a fuzzy set U,, in X such that pE Uz and 
f(u,J = (c(Yy))*. N ow. (UP: p E Xi is a CF-cover of X and X is compact. 
Then there is a finite number of fuzzy points p, ,...,p,, in X such that 
(U,,: i = I,..., n) is a CF-cover of X. Hence {c(V,,): i= I,...,n], where 
qi =J(pi). is a CF-cover of Y: i.e., Y is nearly compact. 
4. FUZZY CLOSURE SPACES AND C-FUZZY PROXIMITIES 
In this section, we extend the notion of C-proximity [ 121 to fuzzy 
topology. We introduce the notion of the relative (resp., sum, product) C- 
fuzzy proximity which is compatible with the relative (resp., sum, product) 
CF-closure operator. 
DEFINITION 4. I. Let X be a nonempty set. A relation 6 on 1’ is said to 
be a C-fuzzy proximity (or CF-proximity, for short) on X if it satisfies the 
following conditions. 
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(Pl) (A,B)E6*(B,A)E& 
(P2) (A,(BUC))E6o(A*B)E6or (A,C)E& 
(P3) (0, A) @ 6 for every fuzzy set A in X, and 
(P4) (A~B)#~~(A.B)E& 
If 6 is a CF-proximity on X, then (X. 8) is said to be a c-fuzzy proximity 
space (or c-fps, for short). 
One may notice that, in the crisp case, Definition 5.1 is reduced to the 
corresponding definition of C-proximity space [ 12 1. 
Let (X, 6) be a e-fps. The following results are direct consequences of 
Definition 4.1. 
(1) (A.B)E6,AcC,andBcD~(C.D)E6. 
(2) (A, A) E 6 for each fuzzy set A in X. 
(3) (A,X)EGoA f 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, 6) be a c-fps. Define a function cg : I,’ --$ I” as 
follows. For a fuzzy singleton p and a fuzzy set A in X. 
p c c(A) = c,(A) o (p, A) E 6. 
Then cg is a CF-closure operator on X. 
Proof. The verification is straightforward. 
COROLLARY. With the assumption of Theorem 4.1, the family 
r(6) = {A E Ix: cb(q) = a } is a fuzzy topolog?: on X. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let (X, 6) be a c-fps. The CF-closure operator c6, 
defined above, is said to be induced by the CF-proximity 8, or equivalently, 
the CF-proximity 6 is compatible with the CF-closure operator cd. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, 6) be a c-fps and let A be an ordinary subset of 
X. Then the restriction 6,) of 6 on A, is a CF-proximity on A. 
Proof. The verification is straightforward. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let (X, 6) be a c-fps and let A be an ordinary subset of 
X. The CF-proximity 6, on A, defined above, is called the relative CF- 
proximity for A. The pair (A, 6,) is said to be a CF-proximity subspace of 
(X, 4. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 6 be a CF-proximity on X compatible with a CF- 
closure operator c on X and let A be an ordinary subset of X. Then the 
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relative CF-proximity 6, is compatible with the relative CF-closure operator 
‘A ’ 
Proof A simple combination between definitions 2.1, 4.2, and 4.3 yields 
the required result. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ((X,, 6,): t E T} be a family of pairwise disjoint c- 
fps’s and let X = U X,. Then the relation 06, on Ix defined by 
(A, B) E ao,othere is a t such that ((X, n A ), (X, n B)) E a,, 
is a CF-proximity on X. 
Proof (P 1) Obvious. 
(P2) By definition, (A, (B U C)) E 06, iff there is a t such that 
((X,nA), (X,nB))Ed, or ((X,nA), (X,nC))E6,. Thus (A,(BuC))E 
06, iff (A,B)E@G, or (A,C)E@6,. 
(P3) Straightforward. 
(P4) Assume that AnBz0. Since AnB=(J((x,nA)n 
(X, n B)) # 0, then there is a t such that ((X, n A) f3 (X, f7 I?)) # 0. Conse- 
quently, there is a t such that ((X, nA), (X,nB)) E 6,. It follows that 
(A,B)EOG,. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let F = ((X,, 6,): t E T) be a family of pairwise 
disjoint c-fps’s. The CF-proximity 06, on X = IJ X,, defined above, is 
called the sum CF-proximity on X. The pair (X, 06,) is said to be the sum 
c-fps of the family .Y. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let {(X,, b,): t E T) be a family of pairwise disjoint c- 
fps’s such that each CF-proximity 6, is compatible with a CF-closure 
operator c, on X,. Then the sum CF-proximit-v 06, is compatible with the 
sum c F-closure operator @ c, on X = U X,. 
Proof: It is required to prove that for a fuzzy singleton p and a fuzzy set 
A in X, p c @c,(A) iff (p, A) E 06,. Since X(‘s are pairwise disjoint, the 
support xp of p is a point of X, for a unique s E T. Now, p c @c,(A) iff there 
is I such that ((X, np), (X, n A)) E 6,. Clearly, this is possible iff r = s. 
Thus p c @c,(A) iff (p, (X,nA)) E 6,, i.e., iff (p, A) E 06,. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let (X, 6,) and (Y, 6,) be two c-fps’s. A function 
J: X + Y is said to be CF-proximally continuous if it satisfies the following 
condition: 
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If X = Y and the identity id, is CF-proximally continuous, then 6, is said to 
be liner than a,, or equivalently, 6, is said to be coarser than 6,. 
The following results follow directly from Definition 4.5. 
(1) Let (X,, 6,) and (X,, 6,) be two c-fps’s such that each CF- 
proximity di is compatible with a CF-closure operator ci on Xi (i = 1, 2). If 
f: (X,, 6,)- (X,, 6,) is CF-proximally continuous, then f: (X,, c,) + (X2, c2) 
is CF-continuous. 
(2) If (A, 6,) is a CF-proximity subspace of a c-fps (X, 6), then 6, is 
the coarsest CF-proximity on A, with respect to which the inclusion i: A c X 
is CF-proximally continuous. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let {(X,, 6,): t E T} be a family of c-fps’s, let X be a 
nonempty set, and, for each t, let f, : X + X, be a function. Define a relation 6 
on Ix as follows. For any two fuzzy sets A, B in X, (A, B) E 6 IJ- the fol- 
lowing condition is satisfied. 
A =Aiu . . . uA~,B=B,~~~~vB,, (Ai, Bi E Ix) 3 there is (i,j) 
such that (f,(Ai),S,(B,)) E 6, for each 1. 
Then the relation S is the coarsest CF-proximity on X, with respect to which 
each f, is CF-proximally continuous. 
Proof. It is easy to see that (A, B) E 6 implies that (B, A) E 6 and 
(A. D) E 6 for each fuzzy set D containing B. Hence (A, B) E 6 or (A, C) E 6 
implies that (A, (B U C)) E 6. On the other hand, assume that (A, B) 66 6 and 
(A, C) 6Z 6. Then there are A, ,..., A,,, A; ,..., A;, B,, . . . . B,,,, C, ,.... C, E p’ such 
that A =A,u ..a uA,,=A;u . ..u A;, B=B,u...uB,. c= 
c,u ... u C,. and for each (i.j), I < i < n, 1 <j < m (resp., 1 < i < k. 
1 <j ,< I). there exists t with (f,(Ai), f,(Bj)) @ 6, (resp., (S,(A,$ f,(C,)) @ a,). 
It is clear that A=U(Aif3Aj: l<i<n, l<j<k} and BUC= 
B,u~~~uB,,,uC,u~~~ UC,. Now let 1 <i<n, 1 <j<k, 1 <r,<m+ 1. 
If 1 <r < m. then there is a t with (f,(A,), f,(Bj)) E 6, and hence, 
(f,(A, n A;). f,(B,)) @ 6,. Similarly, if m + I < r < i+ m, there is a t such 
that df,(Ai n Aj), f,(C,-,)) 6Z 6,. This proves that (A, (B U C)) 65 6. Since it 
is easy to verify (P3) and (P4), it is now clear that S is a CF-proximity on 
X. It is clear that, with respect to 6, each f, is CF-proximally continuous. Let 
b’ be another CF-proximity on X, with respect to which each f, is CF- 
proximally continuous. It is required to prove that 6’ is liner than 6. Assume 
that (A,B)E6’ and A=A,U...UA., B=B,U~~.UB, (Ai,BjEIY). 
There is (i,j) such that (Ai, Bj) E 6’. Since each f, is CF-proximally 
continuous with respect to 6’. it follows that (f,(Ai), f,(Bj)) E 6, for each t. 
This proves that (A, B) E 6 and the proof of the theorem is, now, complete. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let ((X,, 6,): t E T) be a family of c-fps’s and let 
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X = 1 1 X,. The product CF-proximity 0 6, on X is defined to be the coarsest 
CF-proximity on X, with respect to which each projection P,: X --t X, is CF- 
proximally continuous. 
One may notice that, according to Theorem 4.6, the product CF-proximity 
$3 6, exists. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ((X,, 6,): t E T} be a family of c-fps’s such that each 
CF-proximity 6, is compatible with a CF-closure operator c, on X,, Then the 
product CF-proximity 06, is compatible with the product CF-closure 
operator $Jc, on X = n X,. 
Proof: For a fuzzy singleton p and a fuzzy set A in X, it is required to 
provethatpc~c,(A)iff(p,A)E’~~x:6,.LetA=A,U...UA.(AiEI.Y).By 
Definition 2.3, p c SC,(A) iff there is i. 1 < i < n, such that 
p,(p) c c,(P,(Ai)) for all t. Hence. p c $>c,(A) iff (P,(p), P,(Ai)) E 6, for all 
t, i.e., iff (p. Ai) E ~26,. By (P2), it follows that p c 3c,(A) iff (p, A) E $36,. 
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